
Achieve the results you need through 
3SIXTY’s strategic interim management 
advice and hands-on experience from 
buyer and supplier perspectives 

Immediate impact and sustainable high-quality input  
Any organisation’s success stems from the quality of its people. 3SIXTY Global is no 
exception. The extensive experience our people have covering all travel disciplines set 
us apart from the competition. An interim travel management posting from 3SIXTY 
gives you instant access to experienced, knowledgeable talent with a proven track 
record who can hit the ground running. 

Our people have successfully held roles in global travel management and procurement 
(travel and other categories), as well as account, branch and operations management 
for travel suppliers. With such breadth of experience, this means that you benefit from 
our unique understanding and perspective of what is important and sustainable from 
both sides – buyer and supplier.

Breaking it down
For each assignment we take time to develop a detailed specification of your 
requirements and importantly, find out about your culture. It is our personal approach 
that further sets us apart. It is why our clients view us as long-term partners.

Here is a sampling of the comments about our people and our experience from some 
of the industry’s top buyers and suppliers:

•  “You are sure to get 110% of hard work, straight-talking intelligence and the 
upmost integrity”

• “Highly motivated, enthusiastic and diligent”

• “Respected within the travel industry with extensive knowledge”

•  “Their organised and competent approach to travel management became our 
example and standard of excellence for how a category should be managed”

• “Attention to detail and precision”

• “Totally focused on achieving the best possible value”

Most organisations nowadays need to access flexible resources. With change 
comes new challenges, demands and opportunities. Often additional resource 
will be required, whether to handle change management, spearhead a specialist 
project or simply to cover recruitment gaps, we can provide you with the skills 
and experience to meet your needs. We offer fixed contracts, day rates and 
flexible support packages to ensure you get the service and help you need when 
you need it.
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Benefits for your organisation

  Immediate start – we can usually start in a matter of days, with minimal 
recruitment and termination formalities

  Experience – across multiple functions and categories; we can ‘hit the 
ground running’

  Results – track record and performance really count; we are used to being judged 
by results so we know how to deliver

  Knowledge transfer – transfer a huge amount of skill, contacts and experience to 
your team which will remain long after we have left

 Flexibility – we only work the days you need, therefore minimising your costs

  Location – we will travel; we are extremely flexible on location and prepared to 
work away from home

3SIXTY Global
Office 404, 4th Floor
Albany House
324/326 Regent Street
London W1B 3HH

t +44 (0)8456 808 360
www.3sixty-global.com 

Your travel, our expertise
3SIXTY Global has the experience to improve how your company travels. If you would like to know more about how 
we can help you on an interim basis, please contact us at enquiries@3sixty-global.com. 


